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over the base adds some
extra protection. The

soundbar comes with a
remote, so we found it

convenient to use with the
soundbar, but it lacks any
sort of IR support. A smart
remote is included with the
soundbar that includes an
app and remote control. All
of our questions regarding
the remote were answered
through the app and the
assistant is able to tune

the soundbar to our
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specific room perfectly. It
has two-way listening and

Spotify On Demand
playback, along with more

casual features such as
launching smart home

devices and adjusting the
volume. The Android app is

easy to use and we love
the automatic, near-

instantaneous pairing. A
wide-range of connectivity

options allow you to
connect your device

without issue. This includes
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wired network options
(wireless N), Bluetooth

devices, other soundbars,
home theaters, multiple
IPTV sources and even

some audio sources
including a Bluetooth

speaker and the included
port replicator. The

Chromecast Audio app has
the basics, but it doesn’t

have many of the
advanced features that

allow you to fully
customize the soundbar.
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For example, the ability to
add Google Assistant to

the speaker is a key factor
for voice-assistant users.
Our Google Home Max is

being reviewed at the
moment and this works

flawlessly with the
soundbar. The soundbar

has a battery life of 6 to 10
hours depending on your

usage. It comes with a
quick-start feature that
purges all content in the
display to make it fast to
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launch. It’s nice to be able
to see playback start in a
flash. The CL-IDIQ 7520

sits amongst other
soundbars of this size in

the charts. The wattage is
excellent and it sits in a
slightly cheaper bracket.
We don’t want to spend
$10,000 for the absolute
best sound, but we also

don’t want to spend $500
for a soundbar that doesn’t

provide the best sound.
The CL-IDIQ 7520 is our
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affordable, excellent
option. The Sonos Beam
sits in a slightly higher

price bracket than the IDIQ
7520, but its performance
is superior to 6d1f23a050
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